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Abstract. For optical clock recovery of nonreturn-to-zero
(NRZ) signals more than 40 Gb/s, we propose and experi-
mentally demonstrate a simple clock recovery scheme using
beat processing. Through the proposed scheme, we square
the adjustment range of the variable optical attenuator
(VOA) and achieved an enhanced clock-to-noise ratio (CNR)
of more than 15 dB in the experiment, compared to a system
without the proposed scheme. © 2005 Society of Photo-Optical
Instrumentation Engineers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1849592]
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1 Introduction

High-speed optical time division multiplexed communic
tions require efficient optical clock recovery technologies
receiver units.1 Many techniques have been proposed a
developed for optical clock recovery, but most of the
have focused on a return-to-zero~RZ! signal.2,3 Since a
nonreturn-to-zero~NRZ! signal theoretically does not hav
the clock component, most schemes have employed a
liminary signal process to recover the clock of the signa4,5

However, modulated optical NRZ signals show the clo
components, due to the limited bandwidths of devices u
in the system.6,7

Using one of the clock components and the carrier f
quency component, we propose a cost-effective and sim
clock recovery scheme through beat processing. The
posed scheme recovers the clock frequency by extrac
two frequency components of the optical spectrum that
harmonically related to the clock frequency, equalizi
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them for the best clock-to-noise ratio~CNR!, and then beat-
ing them to recover the clock frequency. In addition, w
experimentally demonstrate the optical clock recovery o
40-Gb/s NRZ signal. To extract two frequency compone
for the beat processing, instead of a tunable filter as in R
6, we used two fiber Bragg grating~FBG! filters, of which
each reflection frequency corresponds to the carrier
quency and to one of the clock frequency components.
reason for using two wavelength-fixed FBG filters is th
the carrier frequency and clock frequencies of a signal
determined by the wavelength of the light source, bit ra
and modulation format, which do not change for a giv
transmission system. For a maximum CNR, the amplitu
of the carrier frequency component was adjusted to tha
the extracted clock frequency component by a variable
tical attenuator~VOA! by referring to an optical spectrum
analyzer.

2 Operation of the Proposed Scheme

Figure 1 shows the proposed scheme for optical clock
covery, which consists of an optical circulator, a VOA, a
two FBG filters. A signal is injected into the first FBG filte
~OF1! via the optical circulator. One of the clock frequenc
components is reflected back to the circulator by the O
The rest of the frequency components propagating tow
the second FBG filter~OF2! lose their optical power
through the VOA. The amplitude of the carrier frequen
component sent back to the circulator by the OF2 is
duced again while it passes to the circulator through
VOA. By adjusting the VOA, the amplitude of the carrie
frequency component reflected back by the OF2 can
made equal to that of the clock frequency component
tracted by the OF1. In the proposed scheme, the VOA
extend its adjustment range up to the second power o
maximum attenuation value, because the carrier freque
component experiences optical losses twice by the VOA
it propagates toward the OF2 and back to the circula
after being reflected by the OF2 through the VOA.

3 Experiment and Results

We examined the validity of the proposed scheme show
Fig. 1 for the 40-GHz optical clock recovery from a 40
Gb/s NRZ signal. From the 40-Gb/s signal, which was p
duced by multiplexing four 10-Gb/s pseudorandom bina
sequences with data of 231-1, two frequency component
were extracted with equal amplitude to generate a beat
nal with a frequency equal to the bit rate of the 40-Gb

Fig. 1 Proposed optical clock recovery scheme for NRZ and experi-
ment setup for 40-GHz clock recovery.
-1 February 2005/Vol. 44(2)
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Lee et al.: Optical clock recovery scheme . . .
NRZ signal through two FBG filters and a VOA. The opti-
cal and rf spectra of the applied 40-Gb/s signal is shown in
Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!, respectively. Note that two sidebands at
intervals equal to the bit rate from the carrier frequency are
observed in the optical spectrum. One of these clock com-
ponents and the carrier frequency component were ex-
tracted with equal amplitude from the 40-Gb/s signal
through the two FBG filters and a VOA. Other frequency
components were suppressed, since they are out of the re-
flection regions of the filters. Two extracted frequency com-
ponents with equal amplitude are mixed at a receiver in
which a beat signal with a frequency of 40 GHz is gener-
ated. The frequency of the generated beat signal is the fre-
quency difference between the two extracted frequency
components, which is the clock frequency in the transmitter
of the system. Figures 2~c! and 2~d! show the optical and rf
spectra of the generated beat signal at the output of the
circulator. These figures show two equal amplitude peaks
spaced 40 GHz apart in the optical spectrum, and the en-
hanced clock frequency component in the rf spectrum.

Through beat processing in the proposed clock recovery
scheme, the rf power of the clock frequency component
@Fig. 2~d!# increased more than 15 dB at the same optical
mean power of 0 dBm before the receiver, compared with
the rf spectrum without beat processing@Fig. 2~b!#, and was
about 15 dB larger than the residual spectra@Fig. 2~d!#.

4 Conclusion

We propose a simple and cost-effective scheme for clock
recovery for high-speed optical transmission systems
through beat processing using FBG filters and a VOA. In

addition, we experimentally demonstra
recovery of 40-Gb/s NRZ data. To gen
two frequency components spaced 40 G
tical spectra are extracted and equalize
VOA, the adjustment range of which is
posed scheme. Through the beat proc
scheme enhances the clock frequenc
modulated NRZ signal. We expect
scheme can operate as an efficient clo
for high-speed optical communications.
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Fig. 2 Optical and rf spectra of 40-Gb/s signal. (a) Optical spectrum and (b) rf spectrum of the input
40-Gb/s NRZ signal. (c) Optical spectrum and (d) rf spectrum at the output of the circulator.
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